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Readers:

The Corn Creek Review has been a part of Young Harris 
College history for decades, and those of us currently on 
staff have grown to love this magazine.  It provides a cre-
ative outlet that exists only in a safe zone like this college: 
uncensored, student-led and created, and entirely new 
every year.

As we readied to produce this year’s magazine, we went 
through many older versions of the publication, all the 
way back to when it was known as The Word.  Every pub-
lication was different, the product of that year’s staff and 
contributors, and ours has similar influences; it’s a result 
of the efforts of those who created it.

Primarily, yours.

While this magazine gets assembled and finessed by 
a devoted staff, the real labors of love are those of the 
budding writers, poets, photographers, and artists of 
Young Harris College who so generously share their tal-
ents with us.  We thank you for trusting us with the pieces 
into which you have likely poured your hearts, minds, and 
hours.  The Corn Creek Review only comes together only 
through your contributions each year.

We hope you enjoy what is in store in this one.

CCR Staff 



We would like to acknowledge 
Jo Bearse for her generous fund-
ing in honor of Danny Bearse, a 

member of the class of 1979.

We dedicate this issue of the Corn 
Creek Review to professors Steve 
Harvey and James Bishop. We’ll 

miss you!
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Acquired
ALLISON BURNHAM
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His last letter.
The raveled pages
unfolded refolded and frayed edges
the rain from my eyes drop
on his inky words,
they occupy my mind and fill my heart.

My automatic phone call
only one, two, three rings away.
The swing in my skip
the background of my stories.
He never worried,
that he might possibly bore me.

Summer’s face.
His voice carries like the river
in Dahlonega with green leaves
and a hand-made swing.
The river swallows every fish
races every leaf
combines with the rain
and yet maintains her casual pace.

I hear him telling his story
everyone listens
as he hums his words
to the rhythm of my heart beat.
He captures my spirit
a wild horse galloping in the wind.
He chases my emotions,
echoes my laughter

June 6th
STEPHANIE WRIGHT
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repeating my single thought
with an “I love you”
and a smile that never stops.

My unwritten words fall in my head
haunting my vision of what wasn’t said.
My warm hands hold tight to the happily written pages.
Unfolded refolded and frayed edges.

Asphyxiate
GRACE PATTERSON
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A Lord went to dance,

And he lost his pants,

While dancing and prancing around in France.

He tripped on a rope,

And looked like a dope.

It was a most embarrassing, clumsy prance,

For this Lord who went to dance

Wore no underpants!

A Lord Went to Dance
MARIE DOCKERY
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Road Prong
TRENT SIZEMORE
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Down the Line
WILLIAM CLEMENTS

A 

Sight 

That old grade

the ties well laid

there she comes down the track

big black smoke along her back

fall leaves fall

tall  trees  tall

car  after  car

that train’ll go far

she has seen many miles

she’s produced many smiles

bringing  loved  ones   home

and taking people to places 

unknown
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`
A Love Letter
LINDSEY KOCH

My dear sweetheart

Where have you gone from me?

I have seen the leaves lose their green 

And the cool winds start to blow them free. 

It’s been a long while since I’ve seen

Your glorious eyes fixed upon me.

My dear sweetheart

Why did you flee?

The earth has turned too damp and cold

and the snow lies deep upon the tree

where beneath my lips did softly unfold

the yearning for the love of thee. 

My dear sweetheart

`
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`

Please hear my plea.

My heart is heavy and aching still

and my tears have all but drowned the sea.

Come home my love, I am lost until

My dear sweetheart is home with me

`
All’s Fair…
SARA BEASTER

He offered me his heart,

and all I said was “Don’t you dare.”

I am not a safe house

raised up for your protection;

I am a fortress, a walled city,

grand and made with the sole

intention of keeping you out.

I am a self-serving renegade 

where love is involved:
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I will only accept your heart

if I yank it out in a bloody mess.

I am not a lighthouse; 

I am the dark, glistening rocks

waiting to sink your very existence.

All you are is a doomsday clock,

ticking away the shortening hours

until I detonate around you.

Keep your heart

and build a bomb shelter.

The Art of Restoration
JORDAN WILKES
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Running Water
NICOLE DRAKE
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On and on the bull frog calls
Where no one will answer his cries
Across the water and into the reeds
Again and again he tries

The air is silent except for his bellowing
The still not one frog will hear
All alone by that pond he’s sitting
No one to be close and hold dear

Night by night he tries again
With each evening ending the same
Trying over and over all the time
Hoping someone will learn his name

Alone in the world and no one to share it
He falls into hopeful dreams
Wishing for one more soul to come
All by himself or so it seems.

Moonlight Song
RILEY CLARK
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He did find me lovely once, I think,
for his eyes did lock upon my face and linger there but a moment 

too long.

Yes, I think he must have thought it once,
for his lips did so tenderly hold their rosy passions to mine.

At least, I know he did but think it once,
for he did covet mine eyes as the stars on a cloudless night.

Yes, I am sure he did think it once,
for he did sing unto me the lullabies that did make my soul alight.

Yet he would not profess it once, not even once,
for he does not the waking hours of the night think the melodies of 

my name.

No, he would not of it speak even once,
for he and his lot are not the same as my darkly cast crew.

But he did find me lovely once, I think,
for his eyes did lock upon my face and linger but a moment too 

long.

He Did Find Me Lovely Once
MALIA BURGESS
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Four Walls
STEPHANIE WRIGHT

He Did Find Me Lovely Once
MALIA BURGESS

Everyone uses them.
Unless they’re poor like me,
and decent money is hard to keep.
Then we miss out on water for a week.
We make up for what we lost
with small cloths and hidden hair.
But no one quite feels the same:
no steam to ease our minds
that soaks into our pores,
as we plead for more.

We pull back the curtain,
or open the glass door
but be quick and put
a towel on the tile floor.

People often make: love, life, and death.
It’s usually always occupied
you can sit down or stand up
just know that you will always be wet.

Unless you’re a four year old child
who has just found the perfect
hiding spot.
Shh. Be quick, no sneak peeks.

This place is meant for anyone.
Even fourteen year old girls
with long brunette curls
whose tears mix with warm soapy water.

Smile at the splish-splash
of a mother’s toddler.
And remember that life
is not infinite.
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Tea Time Formalities
JORDAN WILKES
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Tea stained, the sidewalks, by the autumn leaves

The grey brown branches undressing under the elegant eaves

The crooked crik snaking slowly through the grounds

Gathering leaves in small debris dams like the sagging skin, the 
head of hounds

Grand, that mansion, that antebellum abode

The whitewashed classic columns supporting their great load

What that great house has seen, 

What its wanton window panes have known?

Sherman
WILLIAM CLEMENTS
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The Vexing Dead: 
A Love Story
MASON MITCHAM

“Zombies?” Ziggy said. “Like, for real?”

“Zombies,” Zoe said breathlessly, her cheeks red from the cold. 
“Again.”

Ziggy was crestfallen. He’d pulled an all-nighter with a pack of Red 
Bull to study, because he was one of those people who stressed over 
tests, and now he jittered and frowned and said, “But it’s finals.”

“Nevertheless,” said Zoe. “Zombies.”

“But I have a final in half an hour.”

“Dude,” she said. “Zombies.”

“But--”

Ziggy and his less worthy friend Amir had convened at the library to 
cram and to scheme for the telekinesis final, which was indeed in thirty 
minutes. “So what does this mean?” Amir asked Zoe.

“Some of the professors have gone zombie,” she said. “I saw Dr. 
Matthews stumbling around groaning about the transcendental realms 
of magic just a minute ago.”

Amir threw a glance at Ziggy, whom the mixture of energy drinks, 
outrage, and well-bred manners had caused to vibrate angrily. The two 
couldn’t be more different. Amir was catatonically laid-back and stupidly, 
naturally good at magic, which threw Ziggy into fits. Ziggy wore button-
ups and stayed up late studying. Amir wore clothes, sometimes, and 
stayed up late doing damage to his liver and brain, and their grades were 
very similar.

“Are you okay?” Amir asked Zoe.

She shrugged him off. “Fine. Had to zap one of them with a paralysis 
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The Vexing Dead: 
A Love Story
MASON MITCHAM

spell, but whatever.”

Zoe had shock-white hair and shifting, slithering tattoos, and did not 
study magic so much as consume, breathe, and wear it around her like 
an invisible dress. She had a habit of biting strands of her hair, a habit of 
which Amir was enamored. Spitting some out, she said, “You know what 
this means, right?”

“We’re going to fail!” Ziggy cried. The library golem threw him a dirty 
look over its massive glasses. 

“Yeah, actually,” said Zoe. “They’re clustering around the buildings. 
There’s no way we get to finals on time.”

“Zap ‘em in the head,” said Amir.

Both of them gave him dirty looks. “Do you have any idea the trouble 
we’d get into for magicking a professor?” Ziggy said.

“They’re people,” said Zoe. “We aren’t going to zap people, unless 
they really deserve it. Listen, this is just a magical anomaly. Someone’s 
been messing around in the Necromancy building. It’s no big deal. There 
are spells that can reverse this. Remember when it happened a year ago? 
The Order of Awesome read a spell that turned them back into people. 
Living people, that is.”

Amir sneered. His ex-girlfriend had been a member of the Order.

“So they’ll just do it again?” Ziggy asked hopefully. “We’ve got half an 
hour.”

“I don’t think so. I just saw the president of the society dragging 
around after a stray dog.” Zoe shuddered. “But that might just be his 
normal thing.”

“So we won’t be able to take finals?”

“Maybe they’ll give us a break. Finals postponed for the Zombie 
Apocalypse?” Amir asked.

“Are you kidding?” Zoe said. “You can die and they still expect you to 
test well. Remember that one kid?”

“Oh my God.” Hysterics had seized Ziggy. “Oh my God. I’m going to 
fail. I’m going to fail this test and this class and college and life. Oh my 
God.”
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“Calm down, dude.” Tattoos coiled over Zoe’s hands. “I’ll just find the 
spell and read it.”

Hope bloomed in Ziggy’s eyes.

“We got…twenty-seven minutes,” said Amir. “If we’re doing it, let’s 
go.”

They shrugged on their coats, went outside, and were nearly flooded 
with a horde of pale-faced, groaning but nevertheless hopeful-eyed 
bodies.

“Oh, hell,” said Amir. “Freshmen.”

“Can you buy us alcohol,” the most adorable of the zombies groaned.

“Back inside,” said Zoe. “Hurry!’

The door slammed behind them. Palms slapped against it. They 
stood looking at one another.

“What now?” asked Ziggy.

“Well…”

“You guys know about the secret passageway, right?” a voice said 
behind them.

“Dill,” hissed another one, full of disapproval.

Amir turned to behold a scraggly pair of individuals in matching 
boots. They were holding hands. Amir recognized them as Dill and Nettie, 
the worst couple on campus.

“Sorry,” said Dill. “She thinks that because we had a fight in it once, 
it’s ours and no one should ever know about it.”

“Yep,” said Nettie with a brittle smile. “That’s exactly what I think.”

“What secret passageway?” Ziggy demanded.

“It’s under the library. It goes to Mangrove Street, where all the frat 
houses are.”

“It’s smelly,” said Nettie.

“You’re smelly,” said Dill.
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“Shh,” thundered the library golem.

Bickering, Nettie and Dill shifted a bookshelf, revealing a trapdoor 
underneath. They opened it. Everyone dropped into a musty, cold, dank 
and pitch-black tunnel.

“You guys have finals?” asked Zoe.

“We would have, but Nettie threw a fit in the middle of class so the 
professor kicked us out.”

“You were being a dick,” said Nettie venomously.

Zoe threw up a bright orb of light that threw a pale glow onto the 
tunnel. In the glow, her hair seemed to shimmer. Amir wanted to touch it, 
but that’d be weird.

“Guys, can we hurry?” said Ziggy.

A pale, tattooed hand came back and searched for Amir’s. “Come on,” 
Zoe said, pulling him along. Her hand was cool and soft and perfect. Her 
tattoo, a splashy-colored bird, sparked when it brushed Amir’s skin.

They emerged from the tunnel onto the snowswept Mangrove Street, 
where even the cars had frozen like huddled animals. Undead students 
lurched and muttered between the enormous Greek houses.

“That’s a lot,” said Amir.

Zoe withdrew her hand, biting her hair in concentration. “Not that 
many.”

“Nettie’s slept with half of them,” said Dill.

“I’ll kill you,” said Nettie.

“Twenty minutes,” said Ziggy unhappily, sniffing in the cold.

Zoe marched down the street. Amir followed, and Ziggy went along 
after him.

“We need to talk,” said Nettie, watching them leave.

“Let’s break up,” said Dill.

“Dill! I’m pregnant!”

“Let’s break up.”
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Meanwhile, Ziggy, Zoe, and Amir had struggled halfway to the Order 
building when catastrophe struck.

“Oh, shit,” said Amir. “Oh, no.”

“What?” Ziggy and Zoe both said.

“That’s her.”

“Who?”

“Megan. My ex,” said Amir. “She hates me. If she sees me…”

Zoe gave him a disbelieving look. “She’ll make a nasty comment?”

 “Yeah, maybe,” said Amir. “Or she’ll suck out my soul. You don’t know 
this girl. One time she tried to light me on fire.”

“Just zap her!” said Ziggy.

“But the sex was better after that,” said Amir miserably.

Encircled in a pink hood, Megan’s head slowly creaked up. Her eyes 
ran with jagged mascara smears.

“Amir?” asked Zoe.

“What?”

“Megan was always a bitch. You could do so much better.”

Amir looked at her. “You think so?”

A shriek split the falling snow, containing Amir’s name. Mouth open, 
Megan ran at them. Crackling fire lifted and threw her forward, snow 
blackening to ash where she touched.

Raising her hands, Zoe spoke a Word. Megan froze in midair.

“So trashy,” said Zoe.

Megan thudded to the ground.

“She’s fine,” Zoe told Ziggy’s stricken look. She cocked an eyebrow at 
Amir. “How does your soul feel?”

“Strangely warm,” he said.
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Zoe smiled at him.

“Guys, we only have thirteen minutes,” said Ziggy.

Stepping around Megan’s paralytic form, they hurried to the building 
of the Order of Awesome, broke the window in the front door, and 
clamored inside. It was full of bookshelves and liquor bottles.

“Wait,” said Zoe, sniffing the air.

“Why?” Ziggy practically sobbed.

“Sorority girls,” said Zoe, looking wretched. “I can smell them.”

They found the Anti-Zombie spellbook in the main room beside an 
ash tray and a pile of vomit. As Zoe picked it up, her hands shook.

“What’s wrong?” asked Amir.

“The sorority girls,” whispered Zoe. “They’re draining my power.”

“Is that even a thing?”

She put a hand to her head. “I can’t read this.”

“Why?”

“I don’t have the power. Sisterhood is like vampirism to me…oh, 
look. There they are.”

At the top of the steps, a trio of girls clad in pink NorthFace jackets 
and fuzzy boots stared down at Ziggy, Zoe, and Amir. One of them was 
eating from a jar of Nutella. The others wore oversized sunglasses.

“Wait, what?” smacked the one with nutella.

“Are you guys, like, not even in a fraternity?” said one.

“I’m so jealous, that hair looks fab,” said the other. 

“Die, whore,” snarled Zoe, but Amir clapped a hand over her mouth.

“Wait!” he said. “Maybe they’re friendly.”

“I guess we have to suck out your souls now,” said the middle one.

“Oh.”



“Wait, what?” said the one with nutella.

“I didn’t think that was what zombies do,” said Amir.

“These are magic zombies,” said Zoe. “They’re different.”

“Wait, what?” said the one with nutella.

“I’ll read it,” said Amir, snatching the book as fire stormed into the 
sorority zombies’ eyes. “You find a place to hide or something.”

Ziggy held up his iPhone. “Four minutes!” 

“Can you not let them eat us?” said Amir.

“If I get anything less than an A on this test,” Ziggy said, pushing his 
glasses further up his nose, “I will be irate.”

He raised flaming hands and waged war with the sorority girls. Spells 
zipped and sparked around the room, shrieking as they scorched by.

“Hey, Zoe,” said Amir.

“What?”

“If I get this right, will you go out with me?”

A destruction spell screamed into the magical barrier Ziggy had 
thrown up and exploded harmlessly.

“If,” said Zoe.

“You will?”

“If you get it right.”

Sharp light ricocheted into the drapes, which caught fire. Amir began 
to recite the spell. The words flared up on his tongue, disintegrating into 
sparks as he said them.

“Three minutes,” said Zoe.

The barrier started to disintegrate from all the magic. The walls 
were burning. With a dry mouth, Amir uttered the last word. Nothing 
happened. Must have conjugated something wrong, he thought coldly. 
Sweat running down the back of his neck, he started over.

“Two minutes.”
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Amir gave her the finger.

She returned it. “Should have studied more.”

Fumbling with a thick tongue for the last sentence, Amir cleared his 
throat, read it, re-read it, and shouted it out loud. The barrier flickered 
and died.

A blanket of silence spread over the room, broken only by the 
crackling of hungry flames.

“Oh my god, was I just zombie?” asked one of the sorority girls. 
“Again?”

“Wait, what?”

“You’re late,” said Professor Ingleson.

“By, like, thirty seconds!” said Ziggy indignantly.

“Sorry,” said Amir. “We had to defeat the forces of darkness. You know 
how it is.”

“Battling against death itself is no excuse,” said Ingleson sternly. 
“You’ll each be taken down a letter grade.”

Amir looked at him. Then he looked at Ziggy. “You know what?”

“What, Mr. Isaacson?”

“Fuck this,” said Amir, and walked out, pulling out his phone.

Professor Ingleson glared at Ziggy.

Ziggy’s glasses were cracked, his hair singed, one eyebrow burnt off. 
He smiled amiably. “Can I please have the exam, please?” he said.

“Where is your friend going?”

“To affirm a commitment to the fragility of human connection and 
celebrate the supremacy of life in an increasingly uncaring, or even 
hostile, and entropic universe,” said Ziggy.

“I’m sorry?”

“To make babies,” said Ziggy. “May I please take my exam now?”
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Still Life
MEGHAN ARMENTO
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I walk away
With a heavy heart.

The word, “Farewell,”
Hangs in the air behind me.

I turn my back
With an empty heart.
The phrase, “So long,”

Echoes in my mind.

I close my eyes
With an aching heart.

The words, “I miss you,”
Banging on my soul.

And then I look forward,
With a lighter heart,

To the coming day when there will be
No more goodbyes.

No More Goodbyes
HILARY TABER
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The Heart of the River
JAMIE KELLEY

Charles Alfred Bennett; the one who always had bits of Crepe 

Myrtle in his long curly brown hair. Hair that surprisingly 

held no grays even at the age of 53. Charlie, who would 

sit on the porch with his legs stretched out just far enough to feel 

the rain on his bare feet. Charlie, the one who would spend hours 

picking wildflowers or playing his guitar. Charlie, always smiling. 

Mom’s just not good for you, they tried to tell him. Those 

words forever singed into his memory. Since his diagnosis with 

schizophrenia at the age of 22, Charlie tried his best to keep his 

distance from the family. Charlie never wanted to be anyone’s 

burden, but his younger brother Joe would never turn him away. 

Despite wanting to be independent, Charlie found it was difficult to 

live on his own after the accident, so he lived with his brother Joe on 

the family’s old farm. 

Now to be honest, the first time my fiancé Tommy and I 
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The Heart of the River
JAMIE KELLEY

met Charlie, we didn’t know quite what to think. We had met him 

through his brother, Joe. The first impression I got was that this old 

man looked like a hippie; bare feet, a tie-dye shirt, and long wild hair. 

He’s schitzo, but don’t worry, he’s cool, they said, and he truly was. 

Aside from talking a lot (sometimes nonsense, sometimes beautiful 

stories), Charlie was pretty much normal. Once you learned to get 

past his unusual exterior, Charlie was a truly remarkable person. 

And hey, don’t they say the best people in life are a little crazy?

Now Charlie was also impressively intelligent, he could tell 

you about the thousands of baby stars in the sky and knew everything 

there was to know about any flower or tree. He spent hours outside 

in the solitude the river brought him. The Cocheta River was a safe 

place for him. Armed with his small guitar, he would perch on a rock 

along the river and sing “Stairway to Heaven.”

Can you hear the wind blow, and did you know

Your stairway lies on the whispering wind?

And a new day will dawn for those who stand long,

And the forests will echo with laughter.
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After spending time with Charlie, it was impossible not to 

love him. Now some people might say that it was weird that we 

loved Charlie so much, and they would be right. It was weird that 

we would become friends with Charlie; he was twice our age and 

schitzo, but we loved him still. We saw the goodness in Charlie and 

I believe that’s what attracted us to him. When you sat down and 

really listened to Charlie, he would amaze you.  Somehow along 

the way he became engrained in our life; a part of us. Tommy was 

Charlie’s hero. He treated Charlie like an old friend and gave him 

freedom. You see, before we met Charlie, he rarely ever left the 

house. Besides his daily trip down the river, he remained on the farm 

and kept an eye on things. We would visit Joe and Charlie just about 

every day. We took Charlie out on our boat, we brought him over 

for dinner often, and even brought him along on our summer road 

trips. Charlie had the time of his life. 

The closer we got to Charlie, the more he would open up 

and talk about his life and the accident. He would sit with me beside 

the river for hours and tell me about his long forgotten father, the 

doctor who eventually left them. I love my mother, but I prefer my 
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siblings and I feel a cold silent kind of hate… Charlie trailed off into 

a mumble and I wondered if he was talking about his father. When I 

looked back at him, his voice caught and he started to cry. Through 

his sobs, he mumbled, you’d think they’d be nice to old ladies. 

After a moment, Charlie took another sip of his beer and calmed 

down before continuing. Dad turned mom against me. Dads not on 

speaking terms, it causes animosity and hate. And we had a falling 

out, you know, controversial cross-interests.  Some people just grow 

up and go away. They failed to hold us together. I love mom, but she’s 

just not good for me…Lovable enemies. Mom let off steam by yelling. 

You know you can’t yell at people unless they earned it. But hey, all 

we can do is try to forge socioeconomic bonds. You just try and fit into 

society and make a go at it.

One day, Charlie was showing me the wild honeysuckles 

growing along the fence, you know these honeysuckles provide real 

proper aroma therapy if you have something that needs healing…I 

shouldn’t talk about it, he said. Charlie, what are you talking about? 

After a moment of consideration, Charlie began to tell me what 

happened that day. It was a nice little area, right outside the small 
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town of Dansville; a great place to repose or vocalize down there if you 

mind the rules and regulations properly. On my way there a car kept 

swooping past me. Now usually I’d get out of the way, but it came way 

out on the passenger’s side. I don’t know who it was or if they knew 

me. But I know I was led by a false sense of security… I heard a pair of 

footsteps coming fast which was weird because people don’t usually 

run around the high country. I turned around and they knocked me 

out cold. They beat me and threw me off the cliff. I haven’t been back 

at that area to picnic, and it was a nice area. 

My God, Charlie. What happened? After a short pause Charlie 

continued, I fell about 200 ft. down to the river, I crashed through the 

trees which broke my fall so I didn’t go splat or whatever. The injuries 

were so great that I spent 5 months in the hospital. But they left my 

bike at the top like they wanted to frame me for their fuck up. No sir, 

I’m a level person. They never found anything out about anything. It 

broke my heart too much to read about it on the front of the paper…

 When he finally woke up three days after the fall with 

forgiveness on his lips, the doctors told him it was a miracle he had 

survived. Whoever hit Charlie in the back of the head threw him 
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off that overlook. By the time his small, broken body landed, he 

had shattered nearly every bone in his body. Shattered bone was 

replaced with metal rods and pins, recovery took years. He slept 

most of the time he was in the hospital; you know they say sleep is 

God’s best medicine. 

Charlie, I am so sorry that happened to you. What kind of 

horrible person could do that? I’m not angry about it, he replied. I 

forgive whoever did that to me. In awe, I hugged Charlie tight. You’re a 

good person Char, you know me and Tommy love you, right? Hugging 

me back Charlie said, hey I love y’all too, it’s great having you guys 

around. 

You know it’s like it has my heartbeat. What do you mean 

Charlie? The river. It saved me that day. When I fell, I landed close 

enough to the river that a fisherman happened to see me and 

called the police. The river saved me. Now part of me flows with the 

Cocheta… With that thought, Charlie plucked some honeysuckle off 

the vine and walked away mumbling and laughing.

Sometimes I think about how it will be when Charlie dies. I 

like to imagine that his family would be surprised to know Charlie 
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had a good life after all. He wasn’t some crazy, forgotten old man. 

No, he was our friend; our family. I imagine telling them he didn’t 

waste away alone locked up inside, he lived. Truly lived. I would 

show them the pictures of Charlie on vacation and tell them about 

the countless adventures and good times we had.  I would tell them 

about the beautiful songs Charlie wrote out by the river, and tell 

them how he changed our lives and made us better people. Charlie.

AUTHOR BLURB

“The Heart of the River” is based on a true story about my dear friend 

Charles Bennet. Special thanks to Tommy Steele and Adrienne Pitre, 

as well as  Dr. Lawrence and my classmates for their encouragement 

and feedback. This story is dedicated to Charlie.
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The Trinity
JACOB BENNETT
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Hipster
COURTLAND WALTERS

Textually
ALYSSA LOWERY

speaking textually

has its moments. 

when misunderstandings

breed on late nights, 

when misspeakings

aren’t even spoken, 

but felt. 

transmission of sarcasm and rejection, 

through a silent screen. 

imagination fills in every empty space, 

imbuing colorless words

with uncomfortably vibrant tones. 

any effort to reduce, 

backpedal, 

re-say - 

still cannot erase, 

pages of false advertisement, 

saved to our hard drive.
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There is always room for gelato
           pigeons flitting across a crowded piazza
           people crouching on sidewalks admiring chalk paintings
           towering cathedrals reaching beyond the clouds.
There is always room for cappuccinos rolling with foam
           tempting, twisting, savory aromas seeping from restaurant   
           windows
           leaning towers with slippery stairs
           roses sold to the man with a sparkling ring.
Yet, at this moment,
there is no room for anything else but
you and me
           gelato
           pigeons
           paintings
           and a cathedral.

This Is Not a Corn Cob Pipe
JORDAN WILKES

Our Italy
REBECCA FORDYCE
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On Going to Chapel
ALYSSA LOWERY

So yes, those people with narratives are fools 
Don’t they realize “Everything has a reason”  
includes the most horrible of things? 
But why not? 
Because me, without a narrative 
I am hurling inevitably 
indeed 
am already perpetually suspended 
in empty, unstarry nights of nothingness 
in unpopulated ocean depths.  
Perhaps the false light of a sun lamp 
might be preferable. 
at least– 
I can sympathize. 

Our Italy
REBECCA FORDYCE
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On Censorship
MASON MITCHAM

There are no flowers. 

What there is, is filth. 

You got your pig waste.

Smell of sheep.

Straw. Heady, moldy from the damp

and the rain outside. You got

rats, skittering. They

are probably pretty hungry

in this fetid cold. 

You don’t even have flowers

growing up between the cracks

in the manger, just

the scream of a mother, 

the scream of a child. 

No flowers on a cross, either, 

except blossoming red

underneath a crown of thorns.
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Ernie’s Bedtime Story
MARIE DOCKERY

In the South, where an old lady everyone called Aunt 

Gracie lived, lives a variety of scorpion that is not lethal, but is 

capable of leaving a nasty sting. These little critters are called 

devil scorpions or southern devils by those who live in the South. 

These menacing little buggers are Aunt Gracie’s son Ernie’s worst 

natural enemy. When most people get stung by one of these, they 

feel an intense sting, experience a little swelling, and that’s it. 

Unfortunately, people like Ernie are left with a swollen limb with a 

nasty scabbed over hole where he had been stung for about a week.

Southern devils are about an inch or so long, light to 

dark brown, and don’t typically move very fast unless they feel 

threatened. They are found in central and north Georgia. Aunt 

Gracie’s house was in the northern part of the state. In the crawl 

space under her house, there might have been a nest of these little 

rascals, because between the months from March until November, it 

was not unusual to come in contact with more than a few each day. 

Whenever Aunt Gracie had visitors, she always told her 

company to be sure to shake out his or her shoes before putting 
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them on. She kept the hall light on at night, as to avoid stepping on 

one of them on the way to the bathroom. She shook out the bed 

covers, checked the sheets and pillows before going to bed. Ernie 

was practically religious about this, as he would rather have taken 

a flogging with a cat-o-nine tails than see a scorpion lurking about.

 Ernie was a character. At the time of the incident, he was 

in his mid-thirties and still lived with Aunt Gracie. Mentally he had 

never left his teen years, although he was once quite brilliant. 

Unfortunately, his own shenanigans and bad habits had left him 

a bit off. His favorite activities were swigging on a bottle of booze 

and smoking weed, mostly simultaneously. He hadn’t had a job 

in years, but Aunt Gracie didn’t seem to mind supporting her 

only son. Ernie had long, stringy brown hair that screamed for a 

shampooing and a comb. He meticulously kept himself clean-

shaven, however. He had buggy brown eyes, a long nose, and a 

sharp chin. He didn’t pay attention to his clothes; he was known to 

wear the same t-shirt and jeans combo for a few days at a time. 

One night, Ernie had a few too many--as was his habit--

and fell into bed, forgetting to check the bedding.  He somehow 

wiggled himself under his blankets and fell into an oblivious 

alcoholic slumber. A good half-hour later, a screeching howl came 
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from his bedroom.  The sound woke Aunt Gracie and she was up in 

a hurry. After shoving on her slippers, she ran to the end of the hall 

and into Ernie’s cluttered bedroom.

Ernie was in the middle of his room dancing and screaming, 

and Aunt Gracie was convinced that a devil had gotten into him. 

She made a grab for him, and he nearly knocked her over because 

he was busy flailing his arms about, knocking off an assorted 

array of junk from his shelf, while simultaneously kicking around 

anything that got into the way of his feet. It was fortunate she was 

able to get out of his way, for being a little thin, gray haired, old 

woman, he would have sent her flying across the room. She was 

finally able to grab him by the shoulders and shake him. He howled 

hysterically until she slapped him in the face. “What the hell is the 

matter with you?” she yelled, her brown eyes blazing.

 “The bed...sc-scorpion…sting...f-frig…damn!” he sputtered.  

He showed her his swelling forearm. There were three swelling 

holes where he had just been stung.  He ran from the room. In 

seconds he returned with Aunt Gracie’s .10 gage sawed-off barrel 

shot gun Aunt Gracie had hidden away in her closet. “Wait! What 

are you going to do with that? You crazy?” she yelled. “I don’t even 

see it on the bed!”
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 “There it is! Look! There the little bastard is!” he shouted 

as he aimed the gun at his bed. Before Aunt Gracie could utter 

another sound, he fired in the general direction of the scorpion. 

The shot hit the middle of the bed, sending pieces of the bed linen 

and parts of the mattress flying. The shot left a hole the size of a 

large dinner plate. “Ernie!” Gracie hollered. “Damn you! Give me 

that! You didn’t even hit it!”

 Ernie shot at the bed again, missing the now fleeing 

scorpion. Aunt Gracie fled from the room as Ernie—in his state of 

being drunk, scared, extremely angry, and in pain from being stung 

3 times—shot his bed over and over again. When the shooting 

was over, the bed was thoroughly destroyed. It looked as if it 

had exploded. There were springs, mattress stuffing, and torn 

and ragged bed clothes all over the room. Ernie calmly walked 

out of his room and handed the gun to Aunt Gracie, confident he 

had finally killed the thing. He walked to the bathroom to find 

something for his throbbing pain. He then casually grabbed some 

blankets from the linen closet in the hall and headed to the living 

room sofa where he made himself a bed for the night. This time, he 

carefully checked the sofa, even underneath the sofa, and under 

the cushions. He made sure to shake out the blankets before lying 
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down.

 Gracie sat the gun aside stared the destroyed bed.  Her 

wrinkled brow furrowed as she saw that out of all that wood, cloth, 

stuffing, and bed springs, crawled that little scorpion that caused 

all the trouble. Gracie took off one of her slippers and smacked it a 

few times until it was dead. 

Open Book
NICOLE DRAKE



Breakfast
OLIVIA MADDEN

She talked to old photographs

In wooden frames

Positioned nicely around the breakfast table

Because her brother was dead

And her parents were absentminded.

She held conversations

Over untouched cereal and coffee

With her emotionless,

Glassy-eyed

Family,

And it was actually very sweet.

And whether you agreed or not, 

Your heart was not as dark and cold 

As those winter mornings 

Because you sat beside her,

You held her hand,

You laughed at her brother’s jokes 

Even though the punch lines only existed in her mind.

It was a beautiful mind,

And you were a beautiful boy.
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Breakfast
OLIVIA MADDEN

The Wanderer
NICHOLAS VAN NOSTRAND

The Wanderer travels beside himself,

For company defies his logic.

The Wanderer reads through his scenes,

Although acting is not his profession.

The Wanderer is tempted to be an idle refugee,

Persuaded only by the sound of silence. 

The Wanderer is set above the miserable,

Yet placed below the content.

The Wanderer recognizes the conditions of his contract,

And has agreed to its terms.

The Wanderer is destined to decode his decisions,

He is the true detective.

One day, I hope, his barriers are to break and his emotions be 
compromised,

But for now The Wanderer travels beside himself. 



The Redness
KINSEY WADE

 Lorelai Grace Eatonton was gray, all gray from her wispy hair 

to her buried eyes to the smoke curling out of her mouth like ribbons, 

escaping more often than words.  Her lips were encrusted in misuse, 

having forgotten the purpose of words.  She was wrapped in an 

overwhelming something, perhaps a cloud, perhaps an intricately 

woven blanket—her mind couldn’t bring itself to bring herself to 

mind.  She was lost in her cluttered living room, thinking it just to be 

a cocoon, with her spinning away the silk of her life through this mad 

world that she created herself.  The single 4x6 window that wouldn’t 

close was her eye to the 4x6 world she embraced in her smoke.  

 Her vision was constricted but she didn’t know. She just 

knew that she could see squirrels playing, and she knew how they 

moved through twitches, and she knew that sometimes leaves fell 

together in the fall, entangled in one another, and she knew how 

people made themselves dizzy running in circles, and she knew the 

river and she knew the tree.  And she knew that these dizzy people 
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The Redness
KINSEY WADE

were so dizzy that they didn’t even know that squirrels twitched, 

that leaves could be in love, that people were so dizzy that they 

didn’t even know how dizzy they were.  She thought of how she 

knew these things as she felt the crisp breeze, the one breathing 

through the trees giving them new life.  This was life to her.  And she 

didn’t know it. 

 She knew how well the stranger had known her, and she 

tried to forget it.  She knew how he used to make her feel dizzy, and 

how she used to carry him around like an autumn leaf in her breast 

pocket.  He was her blood like the river was the earth’s.  

 One sunset there was a harvest moon, and the redness was 

falling with the rain.  The sky was bleeding, and it flooded her with 

a picture of what she once was.  She saw flashes of those bright 

summers smothered in sliced strawberries and honey.  Then there 

was that one summer in the valley when the strawberries didn’t 

come and the air was parched and the sun had hot flashes.  And so 

did her momma, so her daddy’s interest in her grayness waned like 

the moon.  Except Lorelai wasn’t gray at all; she was red, bright bright 

red, especially her hair, constantly falling around the curvature of her 
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shoulders like the staggering twists and bends of a mountain road.  

Her daddy would drape himself in the scent of her hair—entwine 

himself in its scent; at first she thought it was just because he missed 

the strawberries, but even after they came, he further embraced her 

sun-spotted cheeks as he did his plump strawberries.  

 There was a small strawberry growing inside of her. 

 She ran to her river flowing alongside the house to wash the 

red out of her hair and to cleanse herself of something.  She shrunk 

and crumpled like a leaf alongside the bank, and after a hesitation 

that was barely there at all, she thrusted herself into a rock being 

shaped by the torrent, forgetting about breathing.  As her lungs 

lost air she sunk into herself, and the current became a mass of red 

trailing behind her as she drifted, with it saturating the fullness of the 

river.  

 A blade of grass made its way on a gust of wind through 

the open window, landing somewhere between her memory and 

her madness. Something came to her mind about the feeling of 

dancing—the sensation of her bare toes mingling with blades of 

grass, the crunching of leaves, the sweetness of the autumn air…
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Then the wind carried the blade of grass under the stranger’s recliner 

and she couldn’t bring herself to look and, mind agape, simply 

brought her gaze back to the window, left with nothing but a faint 

scent of something sweet being carried off in the breeze.  She could 

almost taste it.  She wondered what it was. 

 All  she  remembers  between  the  river  going  red  and  now  

is  that  she married the stranger who fished her out of that river, him 

planting her that willow tree, and him withering away among the 

branches.

 She was so full of an emptiness that took her breath…she 

inflated her lungs with a mixture of smoke and the life in the wind—

the only things keeping her attached to whatever it was she was. 

 She  swore  she  could  see  the  stranger  casting  his net. She 

swore he had caught a small strawberry. She widened her eyes to 

the last of the light of the day and swore she saw him and his catch 

hanging in their own cocoon from the willow on the river, smothered 

in the leaves that she had carefully wrapped around them like a 

cloud, or a blanket.  

 She closed her eyes when they could no longer see the faint 
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glint of the sun through the branches.  She closed her eyes seeing 

the hanging silhouette of the only light that has ever been present in 

the dusk of her life, wondering if her consciousness would arise with 

the redness of the sun in the morning. 

The Artist
BROOKE MUZIK
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Bus slowly rumbles down the road, 
Comes to a squeaky, breathy halt. 

She climbs on board, eyes downcast 
Sweatshirt on, sleeves pulled down. 

 
She sits by me, not seeing 

Looks past me as the bus rolls on. 
Stares out, eyes distant, seeing nothing. 

Pain flares, eyes fill, hope fades. 
 

She turns to me as others laugh, 
Sad eyes meet mine; fear I see. 

A light touch on my hand, 
Quiet whisper in my ear, 

 
“I had a breakdown,” she says. 

Slowly pulls pink-striped sleeve up her arm 
She shows me her pain. 

“I had a breakdown,” whispers. 
 

Thin red lines, up and down her arm. 
Thick white lines under the red. 

Blood on her sleeve, blood on her arm. 
Alone the pain, fear, in her eyes as she stares. 

 
Hand on my arm, whisper in my ear, 

Hopeless eyes on mine. 
Pleading, trusting me not to tell, 

Fear of what she’s done. 
 

She looks at me, her eyes fill. 
Pulls sleeve back down, tries to smile. 

“I’m sorry,” she says, “I had to.” 
“It’s okay,” I say, “I love you anyway.”

It’s Okay, I Love You Anyway
HILARY TABER
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Honey
CHRISTINE MOORE

The old saying, “April Showers, Bring May Flowers” 
Failed me in 2005. 

I remember sitting on a cold bathroom floor, 
On one of those promising May nights,  

Hiding from all the intruding voices, 
All chanting over and over, “I’m sorry for your loss…” 

I closed my eyes, and inhaled my tears through a series of hiccups. 
What was an eleven-year-old to do, with something like this? 

I would drift into disturbed and sickening sleeps. 
And imagine many angry farmers yelling at a single flower, 

In a giant field of grass, 
Their eyes filled with rage and hysteria. 

Then they broke into uncontrolled sobs, and terrible, agonizing moans. 
I would look at this flower, crumpled up, withered, dead.

How will the honey come this year? 
The sweet, succulent honey that Mother Nature blessed us with… 

What are we to do with something like this? 
My head would nod, and I would be startled back into reality; 

A pounding headache accompanying my arrival. 
I remember a few days prior, around this time,  

I was watching a silly ghost hunting show with him,  
curled against one of his famous white t-shirts, smelling his cologne, 

Closing my eyes and drifting off with the rumble of his voice 
and the pleasantness of his chuckle.  

My pleas with God never ended, not even in sleep. 
I wanted immortality to exist. 

I wanted magic to be real. 
I wanted my childhood back. 

I reached for him, called out his name, 
Waited for my sense of closure, and I prayed. 

I prayed for God to forgive whatever an eleven year old could have done 
to deserve this, I prayed for the tears to stop, 

I prayed for the pain to go away, 
For this all to be a wild and horrible dream. 

But, most of all, 
I prayed for honey.



Honey
CHRISTINE MOORE

Once I lived with the world at my feet,
Inspiring, admiring the dreams, places, and people to meet.
I lived within a cocoon, a baby swaddled in bed,
I started to emerge at the urges that people said.
But when I fell, I lost the wings I had for just an hour,
The world had changed before I could and it wilted like a flower.
The sun was sinking with the mood of people all around me,
And I no longer admired the places, the people I could see.
Such dreams were dashed and were discouraged more than I 
could take,
So I tossed my dreams like pebbles back into the lake.

Hopes fluttered and fell around me, dying butterflies in the snow,
Surrounding one wingless creature with no desired place to go.
Aspirations drifted by like wind slipping through the grass,
And, seeing me, they paused awhile, but eventually, they’d pass.
I grew sullen, sunken, sore, a being who threw away her dreams
Because she thought it obligation to leave the ideal among the 
streams.

Flares of temper, flares of pain, started fires within my chest,
Quickly dying with me crying over putting myself after what’s best.
Bitterness swelled, bitterness softened, waning, waxing as the 
moon,
I sometimes wished I’d never listened and given up too soon.
I grew wary, viewpoint narrow, bogged down among the dusk and 
dust,
Aging, tiring, much too early, like a fountain turned to rust.
Now I rarely remember well the day before I thought times rough,
The day I first agreed: isn’t it easiest to exist with “just enough?”

The Cricket
LAUREN HOHN
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You say you want love

But what can you do

When the doors to your heart

Revolve around you?

You say you want peace 

But what does it do

To hold a gun in your hand

And to threaten to shoot?

You say you want hope

But who’s talking down

On the one who could save you 

And bring you back around?

You Say
MELISSA POWELL
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You Say
MELISSA POWELL

Marcid
LAUREN HOHN

Some days, I am so heavy with emotion
That I sink in wordless reverie
Into the mirthful water sprinting over weary rocks
And drifting leaves

Some days, I am so worldly weary
In this womb of silent emotion,
Heavy with lonely melancholic beauty
In a fog penetrated by earthly life

Some days, I am so empty of whispers
That used to spill across my skin,
So hollow where confidence and definiteness
Once resided and beat as two more organs

Some days, I am so simple within
As I lay along the river bank
While all my thoughts go sprinting past
And I’m too sore to drink them.
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One World, Divided
GRACE PATTERSON
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Worry
JACOB BENNETT
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Complications
COURTLAND WALTERS



On that snow day, rush out.

No, don’t. First, bitch about how cold it is, get up and sigh at the 
snow from the window. Dress in a scarf and monstrous coat, type 
statuses and messages on your phone or laptop, pull on gloves, 
peer outside.

Then rush out.

Whoa, no. Sorry. Try to find your shoes first. Pick your way through 
last night’s wreckage: the empty beer bottles, papers, piled clothes, 
stained and snoring couch-bound roommates.

The internet said there’s been a shooting yesterday. Again. People 
kill themselves in winter. People kill one another in winter. Gently 
awaken your significant other.

Fun fact: there are no winters in Afghanistan and Syria, except 
on top of the mountains. But the winter is colder in Europe and 
smoggier in China. It’s freezing, but all things considered, American 
winter is not that bad. Lace your boots or maybe just slip them on 
and look out the window. It’s snowing. The ground is blanketed 
with sparkling white, like toothpaste. Your significant other touches 
your hand. The sky is coming down.

Rush outside.

Wait!

Before you rush outside, check the weather on your phone. But 
that requires getting on Facebook. Instagram. Twitter. Vimeo, 
YouTube, Tumblr, Reddit. All of the above. Connect. Write: It’s a 
snow day! and watch the “likes” and the “favorites” thumb at your 
post. Social media is good for news. For example, Ukraine is in 
riots. It’s raining fire from Molotov cocktails. Not snow. Elsewhere, 
it’s raining mundane minutia. It’s raining failing stocks and sordid 

Numbly
MASON MITCHAM



politics. It’s raining student loans and debt. Diminishing returns. It’s 
raining bad news. Also, fire. Don’t forget the fire, because that’s real.

Bummer.

You are connected to the rioters in the Ukraine. And Greece. 
And Turkey. Syria. Israel. Palestine. Libya--is that even a country 
anymore? What happened to Egypt? The weather over there is 
different. You can see this through a sixteen-inch screen a million 
miles away, and never think that the screen cannot convey the 
scent of sweat and panic, the feeling of tear gas in one’s eyes or the 
taste of dust and blood.

This is America. So maybe just step tentatively outside.

Just kidding. You aren’t going outside. Why would you? You’ve got 
the Justin Bieber arrest-court-drama-debate-fanatical fans inside. 
Wow! You have Miley Cyrus. And reality shows! You’ve got videos of 
cats! You have the legalization of marijuana debate. Orange is the 
New Black? Yes. The Voice? Fuck yeah. It’s like food for your brain, 
in the same way that Monsanto produces food for your stomach.

No wonder you have seven tabs open at once, while your 
significant other sits at the window.

It’s snowing on the other side of that window. Without fuss, 
snowflakes settle to the frozen ground. Precipitation, cycling 
endlessly, drifting lazily.

…lazily?

Wait. No. Come on. No. That snow outside is that 2014 snow. That 
millennial snow.  Your millennium. You know? The one where your 
generation fought its ass off.

Does that not sound familiar?

In the middle of the greatest financial collapse since the Great 
Depression, you numb, entitled kids fought two wars whose 
names became synonymous with corruption and murderous 
incompetence. You fought for the first black president. You fought 
tooth and naked claw for women’s rights. You fought, for the first 
time in history, for gay rights. You fought for freedom of information 

Numbly
MASON MITCHAM
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in the age of the internet. You fought and fought.

Well…okay, you didn’t. But you watched. You watched the 
Occupy Movement on TV get shut down. You watched Anonymous 
hackers who helped bring to light pedophiles, rapists, and illegal 
pornographers face more jail time than the criminals they exposed. 
You watched the protests between homework and Facebook, the 
cold blue glare of your computer screen on your tired face.

Oh, the snow? Yeah…isn’t it, like, kind of poisonous from the 
radiation leaks, the pollution, the spilled oil? Ozone or whatever? 
Probably.

So no. Do not rush outside. Hold tight to your significant other’s 
hand. Do not let go. Don’t even think about letting go. Hide. Plug 
in, take off your gloves, and hold on. Snowflakes are falling like 
cinders.

Trail of Tears
KATIE AKINS
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The chill of the world will with the dark autumn kill. 

The firefly and the leaf will alike feel the deadly kiss. 

Dragon breath and crystal death will take each in its time, 

and the power of all rendered defenseless in the fight. 

 

Yet wonder still pervades the darkness. 

The Void will always astound the Young. 

What is there but the night of the world, 

for the Sun is just a poor trick of the light. 

 

I stand and watch the world dying in the grip of the fading tale, 

and the dying glow of the fireflies in the sodden grass. 

The ever failing starlight on the black mat of the soul, 

and the gentle touch of that final tiny breath kept me. 

 

I will not but covet the night,  

which in return, covets no one.

Death of the Sun
MALIA BURGESS



 “I didn’t even know trains were still a viable means of 
transportation.” A man sits across from her without permission, 
shucking his coat and dropping it in the seat next to him, setting his 
hat on top of it and fluffing his hair, ends dragging at his shoulders. 
“I googled ‘inconspicuous ways to run away’ and someone wrote 
‘train’ and I figured it was worth a shot.” If he wasn’t staring directly 
at her, Avery could possibly pretend that he was merely talking to 
himself. But. “Think anyone is going to follow us?” he goes on to ask, 
now trifling through his duffle bag and pulling out a book -- Pride 
and Prejudice. 
 Avery snorts. 
 “What?” he asks. There’s a smile tugging at the corners of 
his lips that he probably doesn’t intend for her to catch, but she 
does. “Are you not running away?” He cocks his head and his brow 
simultaneously, like a character straight from a story. 
 “Maybe I am,” Avery says coyly, tilting her head to look out 
the window, “but I’m laughing because you picked quite a book to 
run away with.” 
 “This book is a classic,” he guffaws. “Jane Austen is a literary 
genius.” 
 “Maybe where you’re from,” Avery responds, perhaps only to 
be difficult. 
 “Maybe where you’re going,” he rebuts. 
 “Who says I’m going anywhere?” she asks, raising a brow. 
“Maybe I’ll just ride this train until it derails, goes right off the tracks.” 
It’s a little morbid, she guesses, but she’s also a little sad, so it’s all 
right. 
 “If you go like that, I hope Jane Austen gives you a good kick 
in the ass.” 
 Avery laughs brightly at that, loud in the otherwise empty 
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train. 
 His smile rolls over his lips, one side to the other, and then 
fades into an expression that is almost too serious. “You’re sad, 
aren’t you?” he asks. “It seems the saddest people like my jokes the 
most.” 
 “I’m Avery,” Avery says in lieu of an explanation. “I’m running 
away from my sadness.” 
 “I’m Finn,” he replies, holding out his hand for her to take. 
“I’m running away from my girlfriend.” 

*

 “Where are you getting off?” Avery asks him after they’ve been 
there another fifteen minutes, talking sometimes, Avery turning to 
look out of the window and Finn reading a page or two when there 
is a lull in the conversation. 
 Finn shrugs his shoulders. “I guess I’ll get off with you.” 
There’s a double meaning, there. They both hear it but Finn is the 
one to bring it to light: “If we could find somewhere more private, 
that is.” 
 “What’s more private than an empty train?” Avery asks, 
unable to keep herself from smiling. 
 “I pegged you wrong, Avery,” Finn says, brows climbing 
upwards. “I thought you’d be a prude.” 
 Avery looks at him solemnly. “That was before the accident.” 
 She manages to keep a straight face for about three seconds 
before cracking up, Finn following suit.

*

 Thirty more minutes, and Finn is sitting next to her, discreetly 
showing her how to roll a joint. 
 “You’re a nutcase,” she tells him, laughing despite herself. 
 “Yeah? My girlfriend taught me how to do this.” 

*

Run Empty
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 Finn’s hands are calloused, rough on Avery’s skin. 
 “Do you play guitar?” Avery asks after he finishes tracing 
letters into her palm.
 “Wrong,” Finn replies, shaking his head. “I wrote, ‘the animals 
in the zoo broke free.’” 
 Avery giggles, pulling her hand away from his. “I wasn’t 
guessing. I was asking a question.” 
 “Mm, yeah, I play.” Finn cards his fingers through his hair, 
mussing it. “I’ve only played for a few years, though. Mostly acoustic 
bullshit, at that.” 
 “I’d like to hear it sometime,” Avery tells him. 
 “No you don’t,” Finn says seriously. “You definitely do not want 
to hear me play guitar. I morph into an insufferable douchecanoe 
that plays ‘Wonderwall’ at parties.” 
 Avery rolls her eyes fondly, shaking her head and fighting a 
smile. “At least you can do something,” she tells him. 
 Finn stares at her for a long moment before asking, “what 
can you do, Avery?” 
 Avery shrugs her shoulders. “I can roll a joint, now, thanks to 
you.” 
 Finn smiles and it doesn’t reach his eyes.

*

 “I have a bad habit of trying to save people,” Finn tells her after 
an hour. They’ve switched seats, so now he’s next to the window, 
watching the scenery fly by. “That’s why my girlfriend and I -- well, 
ex-girlfriend -- got together. Because she was sad and I wanted to 
make it better.” 
 Avery nods, staring down at her hands clasped in her lap. 
 “I couldn’t fix her in the end, so I just.” Finn takes a breath, 
and for a moment Avery isn’t sure if he’s going to finish that thought, 
but he does. “I left. Ran away like a big pussy and made sure she 
wouldn’t find me.” 
 Avery thinks about this for a moment, relays the admission 
over a few times in her head. 
 “Do you think she’s happier? Do you think that -- she’ll be 
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happier?” Avery asks. 
 Finn smiles to himself, albeit sadly. “What do you think?” 
 Avery blinks. “I don’t know. I’ve never met her.” 
 Finn nods in agreement, as if Avery has said something he 
hadn’t already known. “I want to believe she’ll be happy eventually. 
But, you know -- some people can’t get away from their sadness, no 
matter how far they run.” 

*

 “Are you sad, Finn?”
 “Nah,” he says. “I’m scared.”

*

 An hour and a half into the ride, Finn kisses Avery at the corner 
of her mouth. Her lips tip upwards like they can’t help themselves. 
 “What was that for?” she asks, studying him. 
 Finn shrugs, looking incredibly pleased with himself. “Just 
checking.” 
 Avery cocks her head, confused. “Checking?” 
 “I’m glad you’re running away,” he says instead of answering 
her question. “Makes me feel less alone.” 
 Avery’s lips quirk up a little bit more. “I’m just glad I’m not the 
only idiot that took a train.”

*

 “How far are you going to go?” Finn asks after two hours. 
“What are you going to do?” 
 “I told you, Finn,” Avery says. “I’m going to stay on the train.” 
 Finn shakes his head. “No, you’re not. Not if I can help it.” 
 “I don’t even know where this is going,” Avery admits, 
laughing to herself. She tucks a strand of hair behind her ear and 
shakes her head. “Where is this train going?” 
 “Far enough,” Finn says, “that maybe you’ll want to get off of 
it.” 



*

 At two hours and fifteen minutes, the train rolls to a stop and 
no one gets off. The conductor tells them that there are two more 
stops to go. 
 “Long train ride,” Avery muses. 
 “You’ll get bored eventually,” Finn tells her, sure. “No one 
would stay on a train forever.” 
 Avery gives him a look. “Is that a challenge?” 
 “Dunno,” Finn says, smile wry. “How often do you lose?” 
 “Enough,” Avery says. 

*

 Avery looks at herself in the mirror of the bathroom, takes in 
her tired eyes and the uncut ends of her hair and the grayish color 
of her once tanned skin. She wonders if Finn thinks she’s beautiful, 
or maybe if he thinks she was once beautiful. Avery doesn’t feel 
beautiful anymore. She only feels sad. 
 She plasters a smile on her face, manufactures one that 
looks almost real. 
 There is a knock on the door. The wind is knocked out of her. 
 “It’s unlocked,” she says once she regains her breath, settles 
her heart. Finn steps inside, shuts the door behind him and leans 
against it, watching her. “Hello,” she says, looking at him in the 
mirror. 
 “Hey,” he replies, smooth and easy like the lull of the train on 
the tracks. “Whatcha doing?” 
 Avery gives him a wry smile. “I could’ve been doing any 
number of things. Peeing, taking a dump. Masturbating.” 
 Finn laughs and the sound borders on too loud in the small 
space. “Yeah?” he says. “What can you do with two people?” 
 Avery cocks a brow at him in the mirror, then turns to face 
him directly. “Do you want something?” She asks.
 “Well, we did talk about getting off together,” Finn says, 
wiggling his eyebrows in a endearing and ridiculous way.
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 “Do you think I’m easy?” Avery asks, but she’s already 
crowding his space, pressing him against the wall. 
 “I think you’re sad,” Finn says again, but kisses her 
nonetheless, presses his fingers underneath the hem of her jeans. 

*

 The train stops again forty minutes later, but Avery is 
pretending to be asleep, curled into Finn’s side with her head on his 
shoulder and her legs thrown over his lap. He’s going back and forth 
between staring at her and reading Pride and Prejudice. 

*

 “You’re getting it everywhere,” Avery tells him, unable to stop 
giggling. 
 “Shush. I’m a boy. I’ve never done this before.” 
 “Gender stereotyping isn’t cool anymore,” Avery says, 
sticking out her tongue when he purposefully swipes nail polish 
over the back of her hand. “Wasteful,” she tuts, shaking her head but 
grinning nonetheless. 
 “Purple suits you,” he tells her once her right hand is done. 
The work is sloppy, the polish not only on her nails but everywhere 
else. It’s going to take a while to dry because the droplets are thick, 
but he looks pleased with himself. “I think you should always wear 
purple.” 
 “I think we should paint yours, next,” Avery says, and she’s 
joking, halfway, but Finn shrugs like he’s up for anything at all. 
 “Okay,” he says. 

*

 Avery paints his nails blue, and when she finishes that, he 
asks her to do his toes, as well. 
 “Ah,” he says when she’s done, stretched out across the row 
of seats with his feet on her thighs. “I’ve never felt so lovely. Tell me, 
Avery, do I look pretty?” 



 Avery nods, laughing. “The prettiest and the loveliest boy 
I’ve ever met,” she tells him. 
 Finn makes a vague noise of agreement, propping himself 
up with one elbow. He reaches for her with his available hand, runs 
a painted finger over her cheekbones, over her jaw, lifts her chin with 
it. He doesn’t say anything, but Avery knows what he means. 
 “Yeah,” she says, and he kisses her like he promised.

*

 “One more stop,” Finn says, sitting across from her now, 
using her propped up suitcase to play cards on. “Do you have any 
threes?” 
 “Go fish,” Avery says, humming under her breath as Finn 
reaches for a card to add to his hand. “Do you have any kings?” 
 He hands her a king wordlessly, and she plucks the other 
from her own grasp and lies it in the seat beside her. 
 “Do you have any sevens?” she asks, and Finn hands her 
another card. “Fives?” she asks as she places the pair of sevens in 
her stack. 
 “No. Go fish,” Finn says. Avery draws a five. Finn says, “lucky.” 
 Avery shrugs, smiles. “Maybe a little. It’s your turn.” 
 “Do you have any plans,” Finn starts, “for when you get off 
the train?” 
 Avery pretends to mull over this. “Why?” she asks eventually, 
because sadness does not quell curiosity.
 “I’d just like to be a part of them, s’all.” 
 Avery nods, understanding. Says, “we’ll see.” 

*

 “What happens when you can’t save someone?” Avery asks, 
looking up from the book he let her borrow. “What happens when 
someone doesn’t want to be saved?” 
 “Do you not want that?” Finn asks instead of answering.
 Avery shakes her head, then thinks better of it. “I don’t know 
what I want,” she says. 



 “That’s normal,” Finn tells her, nodding to himself. 
 “This book is awful,” Avery says, handing Pride and Prejudice 
back to him. 
 “That is not normal.” 

*

 The conductor comes over the intercom, informs them that 
their final stop will be in thirty minutes. 
 Avery takes five for herself, picks dried nail polish from her 
skin, combs her fingers through her hair, taps her foot a few times. 
Finn leaves her be, reads for a little while and spends a part of the 
time simply watching her. 
 Avery gives him a look and, afterwards, he makes a point to 
keep his eyes trained on the page.  
 “What’s your favorite part of that book?” Avery asks after her 
five minutes.
 “The part when Elizabeth figures out what she wants.” 

*

 When they have ten minutes left on the train, Avery begins to 
cry. 
 “I can’t decide,” she says, curled in on herself with her 
forehead resting on her knees. “I don’t know how to run away from 
this. I don’t know where to go or what to do or who to see.” 
 Finn pushes himself off of his seat and kneels in front of her, 
fingertips dusting her converse. “It’s okay,” he tells her. “It’s okay, 
it’s all right, you’re going to be okay,” he says over and over again, 
maybe hoping that if he says it enough, she’ll agree. 
 “What are you going to do if I’m still sad when we get off?” 
she asks in a whisper, lifting her eyes to meet his. “Are you going to 
run away from me, too?” 
 Finn shakes his head. “I’m not going to run away unless you 
get sadder,” he tells her, and that’s all it takes for Avery to understand. 
 “That’s a bad habit, Finn,” she tells him with a watery smile. 
He looks confused for a moment, but she elaborates. “Saving 
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people. You’re going to lose more than you gain.” 
 Finn’s lips turn upwards. “I don’t mind.”

*

 When the train comes to its final stop, Finn and Avery gather 
their things and exit onto the platform. 
 “I feel like I’ve left something,” Avery says, patting her pockets, 
checking the zips in her bags, looking through her purse, “but I don’t 
think anything is missing.” 
 “Whatever it was,” Finn says, “you probably won’t need it.” 

Fishcycle
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Hollywood Infected
JACOB BENNETT



“She envisions the muscled walls of her stomach shrinking, 
contracting, slickly clean from the absence of food…” 

– Dreaming in Cuban

Hospital lights blink and buzz

like my eyes and head did after the second day, 

when this miserable traitor body called for food, gnawed

at its own entrails until my thoughts went hazy, grey, dim

I woke then in a thrill of exhaustion and ecstasy;

here I wake to the pricking of the IV

and curious smells, something like my rotting skeleton

brittle and sharp, mixing with fumes of antiseptic

And I must remind myself not to rip out the needles,

to eat impossibly large spoons of food,

not to scream as my veins once again clot

with disgusting chunks of calories and fat

Panacea
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Filling up my empty muscles and bones

faster than I can cleanse or remove them,

food rippling under my skin and expanding

like an overfilled, tense balloon

Which waits to be punctured, bursting

to spill out my shriveling insides

that doctor hands will press, sew back in place,

battling me as I rip at confining seams

But that is fantasy, twisted like my guts:

my mouth searches for bland food

and I grasp for willpower

to swallow it under the sounds

Of the sedating whispers of doctor voices

begging my mother to breathe, and feel

her lungs shudder and vibrate through my own chest

hollow space filling with her panicked words

How she demands to know what is causing

Panacea
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her shadowy daughter to waste into nothing

but thin, wavering lines hidden under sweaters

and weigh-ins on the family scale

I block out echoes of her intruding voice

hands clasped over my still fleshy ears

waiting for tests, waiting for prognosis

waiting for my mother’s shame

When doctors, nurses, urinalysis confirm

the unnatural creation of the girl in hospital bed

who morphs her body like a shape shifter

growing nearer to perfection always

My mother will not understand

this contortion, exertion, control,

values she imbued me with at birth

and for seventeen years after

With her lectures of correction

to fix my thoughts and words,

which, straying like lost sheep,
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left her steady discipline

This has been my personal triumph,

singular and sickening;

I cannot err if I do not eat

a perfection my mother cannot recognize

Instead she will scream her disgust

like she did freshman year, when I failed

math, count up all my mistakes, wrongs

spitting them back into my face to digest

Angry that the slim television models,

staring at me from magazines and film

could fashion me more easily than her

Ivy League dreams, money lust

Terrified now that my atoms will separate

like old soles from worn out shoes

leaving unfed, damaged anatomy

to coat the pillows and blankets



Because I have hesitated, afraid 

to lose myself in folds of heavier skin

and a mother’s biting disapproval

that sinks its teeth into my conscience 

Until I am pulled back to present

by drum beats of pulse quivering near my ears

speeding through faster, I think,

in my cleaner, newer non-body

My hands skim over ridges and bumps

which still remain like cancerous tumors,

ones that are nourished and restored 

instead of being cut out, nuked with chemo rays

Disease to combat disease

a paradox I cannot explain,

only submit to like a chastened child,

waiting for one to heal the other

And I must remind my unsure, hazy self

that I came here for this poison, this cure

despite my mother’s wrath and damnation
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or the way my body could fit in a double zero

Despite the temptations of being so clean

that I can glimpse my bones through my skin,

riveting outline of a landscape

soon to be covered up, buried

Because my edges are blurring into the bed sheets

and I cannot remember how cocoa tastes,

sunshine warmth that heats through to marrow,

whether I liked the last novel on my nightstand,

The trill of my mother’s laughter,

which was once my favorite medicine,

immense power of a full mind and body

what bumps, ridges I was twenty pounds ago
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my heart is breaking for you,

my darlings,

my loves.

what is the god that left you?

he is not in st. peter’s stained glass, reflected

in your tears

or the church bells that clash

against your grief, you’re

mourning

and my ears are bleeding.

but the blood is cheap,

cheaper than the blood money

on the champs-élysées

and blacker than her eyeliner

and colder than her four a.m. shivers, and

where are your legs? and

what is your story? and

I just want to hold you in my arms

on chapel steps
and boston bombings
EMILY HORNSBY
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and fill up your paper cup with something

that feels more like eye contact instead of just those slivers

of pseudo gold, giving nothing more than 

pseudo life, but still,

I AM BOILING OVER.

you don’t speak my language

and the world doesn’t speak yours

but there is more common ground in our slavery

than my cold shoulder is willing to admit.

yet how can i pretend to feel any pain

when i am the shark,

and i fucked you over, and maybe

it was even me who planted those bombs.

or was i just the runner?

unsuspecting legs now

nothing more than detached bits,

muscle and blood flying through the air.

either way-

those coveted first place trophies have been

reduced to shrapnel,

and everyone gets a piece of that prize.
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